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Boost your coaching effectiveness and prove ROI
Research from the International Coach Federation tells us that one of the biggest challenges coaches face is delivering credible data to
show return on investment. Coaches also commonly struggle with getting clients to commit to specific goals, actions, and new behaviors on
their own.
Momentor makes you a 24-7 coach with data to prove your value. Whether you are an executive, life, business, career, personal,
wellness or other type of coach, Momentor not only makes your job easier, it provides important ROI metrics for both your client and the
organization who hires you.

About Momentor

Successful coaching results from translating insight and new skills into successful behavior change. Momentor is a comprehensive
online toolkit that helps you and your clients create, implement, and track behavioral goals. Our extensive development resource library
helps further facilitate goal achievement. Momentor also frequently – and automatically - reminds your clients of their behavior change
goals and action items. It provides a much-needed goal evaluation system to provide targeted feedback to your clients about their
improvement and to give you a measure of your coaching effectiveness.

Momentor – Maximizing Coaching Success
PREPARE

ENGAGE

IMPLEMENT

EVALUATE

Upload assessments, reports and other materials

Invite clients to the client
portal to co-manage goal
progress

Get notified of client
progress, in real-time

Clients can request feedback on their goal progress
at any time

Create goals for clients or
allow them to set goals on
their own

Easily comment on and
encourage client progress
Upload your favorite
resources & assign them
to clients

Share feedback results with
your client's company to
demonstrate ROI

Automatic weekly goal
email reminders help
clients stay on track

THE VALUE OF MOMENTOR
•

Momentor makes every stage of your coaching interventions easier and more efficient – from note taking to action item assignment to consistent gentle reminders.

•

Momentor engages clients to help them stay focused on their goals between sessions.

•

Momentor is available 24-7 for your clients to access and review their goals and action items even when you’re not around.

•

Momentor helps you to measure your clients’ improvement and your effectiveness/ROI through its powerful goal evaluation
system
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HOW Momentor HELPS YOU HELP YOUR CLIENTS

Makes Your Coaching More Effective
• Allows clients to invite peers, managers, mentors, and coaches to track, monitor & encourage their progress.
• Provides just-in-time feedback and support to reinforce their new skills and habits.
• Allows you to assign action items and "to do's" for each of your coaching sessions.

Makes Your Coaching More Efficient
• Manages your confidential coaching notes.
• Provides over 5,000 developmental resources at your fingertips and maintain your own personal library.
• Automatically reminds clients of assignments and commitments.

Demonstrates the ROI of Your Coaching
• Provides proof of accomplishment in the form of improved ratings clients get from their colleagues.
• Increases opportunities to achieve measurable results.

Momentor FEATURES
•

Web-based (requires no IT support or software downloads)

•

Easy to manage – accessible from anywhere with an Internet connection.

•

One low annual fee per client gives them complete, unlimited access. No monthly fees or maintenance costs.

•

Complete goal setting and automated reminder system to enhance your coaching efforts.

•

Upload, access, and share all assessments you use in your coaching work.

•

Single, secure location to keep your confidential coaching notes and progress reports.

•

Free online access to a comprehensive development-based resource library of on-the-job activities, recommended books,
articles, websites and other resources to reinforce your coaching efforts.

•

Build your own personal library of your favorite resources and access them from any device, anywhere. You can also add your
resources to client goals as action items.

•

Goal evaluation system lets you measure actual behavior change and ROI on your coaching effectiveness with each client.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
To learn more about how to leverage and increase the impact of training, coaching, and development interventions and enhance
engagement/productivity using Momentor or to tell us what you think about the idea, please call 310-452-5130 ext. 2 or email us
at support@envisialearning.com
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